
SIDOS 
Optimum personal protection



Everyone benefits from electricity. At 
the same time, it can be dangerous. 
Whenever electricity flows, safety  
is a crucial aspect – every day, every 
minute, every second. Residual  
currents are blocked by SIDOS safety 
sockets in a fraction of a second.  
Here too, ABB provides the greatest 
possible reliability. Nobody should  
expect anything less.
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Swissness
+

For decades
For the future

From people with ideas
ABB operates around the world and currently has around 
145,000 employees in 100 countries. It is headquartered  
in Zurich, while one of the Group’s most important global  
re search centres is located in Baden Dättwil. The technol - 
ogies developed there make the use of energy safer and  
more efficient – for private as well as commercial application. 

Proven and reliable. SIDOS safety sockets have a long tradition. 
With good reason, for they have long offered maximum safety 
and the “Swissness” quality seal. The new generation lives up  
to this tradition. It also meets the requirements of today and  
tomorrow – for example, a modern, flat design and compliance 
with the mandatory statutory NIN 2015 standard.

From Switzerland – for Switzerland
Professionals around the world put their trust in the proverbial 
Swiss quality and precision of ABB. The “Swissness” quality 
seal has also been awarded to SIDOS from ABB. For this  
reason, the new series is the first choice for all electricians  
from Thurgau to Ticino and from Vaud to Graubünden.
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Focus on design 
Perfect harmony everywhere

Old buildings and historic monuments
Whatever the remit, SIDOS facilitates 
quick, clean RCD retrofitting without  
chiselling. For example in a TN-C sys-
tem (earthing configuration III). Simply  
a precision fit.

For a sense of well-being, things need to be well matched.  
What makes this classic design so effective is the fact that it  
fits seamlessly with the wall: SIDOS safety sockets remain  
straightforward and discreet. They fit perfectly in all settings –  
in contemporary architecture or traditional buildings alike.  
Systematic individual style.

Design and new features
SIDOS technology is more comfortable and safer than ever before. The 
two push-button switches are easy to understand and very simple to 
use. Equipped with mechanical contact protection, SIDOS can certainly 
be called the absolute safest socket in the whole of Switzerland.

SIDOS works reli-
ably and without 
fuss in the back-
ground, with a de-
sign that does not 
draw attention to 
itself. The pleasant 
feeling of safety.
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Everywhere and at all times 
Precisely the right model

The SIDOS series is as versatile as life itself. Wherever it is  
deployed – surface-mounted or flush-mounted, in all private  
living areas, in the living room or the laundry room. Further -
more, it ensures maximum reliability in public buildings and  
highly frequented sites. It goes without saying that it also  
complies with all statutory regulations. You can depend on  
a reliable partner.

For all eventualities
SIDOS is available in different variants, for both private and commercial 
use with special requirements. In addition, four design lines are available 
in the form of the Classic, Sidus, Supra and Alu socket ranges.
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In accordance with applicable standards 
For all eventualities

State-of-the-art technology. SIDOS meets all statutory require-
ments – such as the NIN 2015 standard that has been in force 
since January 2015. This means electricians can always trust 
ABB. When it comes to mandatory personal protection, the new 
devices keep you 100 per cent on the safe side.

Exemptions for bathrooms
In the case of conversions and renovation work, if imple- 
mentation of the additional protection provided by residual  
current protective devices is very complex, then sockets  
with integrated residual current protection devices with  
I∆n ≤ 30 mA pursuant to EN 61008-1 may be used to pro- 
vide the additional protection. In existing TN-C systems  
(old installations: earthing configuration III), where a down-
stream protective conductor system is not possible, a  
central residual current protective device may not be used. 
Sockets with integrated residual current protective devices 
with I∆n ≤ 30 mA pursuant to EN 61008-1 are permitted, 
however. SIDOS fulfils these criteria.

The standard states
In general terms, all sockets up to 32 A for single- and multi-
phase systems that are intended for universal use must be 
equipped with residual current protective devices (I∆n ≤ 30 mA). 
In rooms with baths and/or showers, not just the sockets but 
also all electrical circuits must be protected with one or more 
residual current protective devices (I∆n ≤ 30 mA).

SIDOS is ideal for public buildings 
For public authorities, schools, open-plan offices, airports or 
other busy locations. Decentralised protection provided by 
each socket individually protects each connected device. This 
guarantees maximum availability, as residual current does not 
cause the entire electrical circuit to fail. This is a crucial advan-
tage in particular for open-plan IT offices, as employees are 
able to reactivate workplaces without the need to call upon 
specialist personnel.
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Safety follows safety
With SIDOS outlet terminals, downstream residual current protection can 
be implemented with ease for further conventional sockets. This means 
existing sockets can be functionally upgraded during renovation work – an 
easy task for electricians, and without additional costs for the customer.

Connection and outlet terminals 
Coloured connection terminals (picture left) mean connections are  
straightforward. Downstream sockets can be additionally protected  
with the help of outlet terminals (picture right).

Straightforward to use. The new SIDOS series offers comfort 
from the outset. Terminals for connections and outlets mean  
installation is particularly easy and quick. When triggered, only 
the socket in question is affected by the loss of electricity.  
With a push-button switch on the socket, it is not necessary  
to access the distribution box.

Simply easy 
Installation and operation

Switching sockets 
on and off with 
ease.
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For day-to-day safety 
SIDOS T13

Safely reliable  
The SIDOS T13 can be relied upon: the mechanical  
contact protection keeps curious children safe on their  
tours of discovery. Without compromises.

Electricity is simultaneously useful and dangerous for people. 
This is why optimum current protection is so important. The T13 
model is designed to meet everyday domestic requirements.  
Its mechanical contact protection and the absolutely reliable  
reaction provide inhabitants of all ages with additional trust and 
security.
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For heavy users of electricity 
SIDOS T23

More safety under higher power  
In functional and commercial buildings – in addition to the 
protection of people – the safety of expensive capital goods 
is also particularly important. It is for this reason, for example, 
that 16 A sockets are frequently deployed, as the electricity  
consumption of the equipment can be considerable. This also 
raises the requirements imposed upon current protection. 
Whether the stage lighting of a conference hotel or the pro-
duction hall of an industrial enterprise – SIDOS T23 meets  
their respective needs in accordance with the statutory regula-
tion NIN 2015.  

Commercial operators are therefore on the safe side, not least 
thanks to the decentralised safety concept. If a single socket 
fails, this does not impact the whole electrical circuit. This  
protects the company from outages, and saves associated  
additional overheads. For instance, a production chain that has 
been disrupted by residual current can trigger huge costs – 
which can be avoided by the deployment of SIDOS T23.

Safety even with high loads. This is ensured by the T23 model 
configured for 16 A sockets. Perfect for high-power equipment – 
for example, tumble dryers or commercially used devices. 

In the laundry room 
of an apartment 
building or in an in-
dustrial production 
hall – SIDOS T23 
delivers a superb 
performance.
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Technical data and dimensions 
SIDOS series

The facts and figures speak for SIDOS. All four ranges –  
Sidus, Classic, Supra and Alu – feature the flat design with  
low installation height. Further shared advantages are the  
ease of operation with the comfortable push-button switch  
and the mechanical contact protection. All this makes SIDOS 
the absolute safest socket from Switzerland for Switzerland.

Reliably safe 
The technical features of SIDOS fulfil all guidelines stipulated by law  
and professional electrical engineers. This ensures safe installation and 
safe operation.

Classic T13 / T23 UP IP20 Classic T13 / T23 AP IP20

Alu T13 / T23 UP IP54

Supra T13 / T23 UP IP55

Alu T13 / T23 AP IP54Sidus T13 / T23 UP IP20 Sidus T13 / T23 AP IP20

SIDOS safety socket

Rated voltage, Un 230 V~

Rated current, In 10 A or 16 A

Number of poles Double pole, with protective conductor

Rated residual current, IΔn 30 mA

Trigger characteristics Type A

Rated frequency 50 / 60 Hz

Operating position IP20: any position, IP54/IP55: vertical

Ambient temperature –25 °C to +40 °C

Protection level IP20 / IP54 / IP55

Connection cross section 1.5 mm² to 2.5 mm²

Connection terminals Screwless, wire or 7-wire conductor

Supra T13 / T23 AP IP55
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B Gr. I Z E GE “Z”

With cover frame,  

with insert,  

with fixing plate: 

77 × 77 mm

Without cover frame,

with insert,

with fixing plate:

77 × 77 mm

Insert for combination

without cover frame,

with insert,

without fixing plate

Basic element with 

fixing plate:

77 × 77 mm

White White White –

VE 1 VE 1 VE 1 VE 1

Nominal current:  Without shutter

10 A With shutter

 White high gloss 

 Anthracite 

 Aluminium

655 600 002 

655 620 002

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

–

655 603 002 

655 623 002

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

655 606 002

655 626 002

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

655 603 792

655 603 792 

– 

– 

–

Nominal current:  Without shutter

16 A With shutter

 White high gloss 

 Anthracite 

 Aluminium

655 610 002

655 630 002

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

–

655 613 002

655 633 002

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

655 616 002

655 636 002

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

655 613 792

655 613 792 

– 

– 

–

GE “E” Front set “B” Front plate “Z”/“E” AP

Basic element 

for combination

Cover frame

with front plate

75 × 75 × 65 mm,  

with insert, with fixing plate: 

70 × 70 mm, height: 48 mm 

White White White

VE 1 VE 1 VE 1 VE 1

655 606 792

655 606 792

–

–

–

378 180 002

378 182 002 

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

378 184 002

378 189 002 

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

655 601 002

655 621 002 

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

–

655 616 792

655 616 792 

– 

– 

–

378 181 002

378 183 002 

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

378 185 002

378 187 002 

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

 ... ... 932

655 611 002

655 631 002 

 ... ... 102 

 ... ... 042 

–

Socket series 
Sidus

Linear clarity squared. The Sidus series frames and inserts have 
a rigorously linear design. Its classic shape harmonises superbly 
with modern architecture as well as with design interiors. 

Sidus T13 / T23 
Nominal voltage: 230 V ~
Nominal current: 10 A /16 A
Trigger current: 30 mA
Cover frame, Gr. I: 88 × 88 mm
Front plate: 60 × 60 mm
Fixing plate: 77 × 77 mm
Screwless connection terminals
Installation depth: 40 mm
Without / with shutter

Sidus T13

Sidus T23
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Socket series 
Classic

All-round perfection. The gentle contours and the central  
circle of the Classic series are visible and tangible expressions  
of a modern classic. This makes its appearance and feel  
particularly attractive – in discerning old buildings as well as  
in new buildings.

B Gr. I Z E GE “Z”

With cover frame,  

with insert,  

with fixing plate: 

77 × 77 mm

Without cover frame,

with insert,

with fixing plate:

77 × 77 mm

Insert for combination 

without cover frame, 

with insert, without 

fixing plate

Basic element with

fixing plate:

77 × 77 mm

White White White  

VE 1 VE 1 VE 1 VE 1

Nominal current:  Without shutter

10 A With shutter

 Black

655 650 002 

655 670 002 

 … ... . 5 .

655 653 002 

655 673 002 

 … ... . 5 .

655 656 002 

655 676 002 

 … ... . 5 .

655 603 792 

655 603 792 

–

Nominal current: Without shutter

16 A With shutter

 Black

655 660 002 

655 680 002

 … ... . 5 .

655 663 002 

655 683 002

 … ... . 5 .

655 666 002 

655 686 002

 … ... . 5 .

655 613 792 

655 613 792 

–

GE “E” Front set “B” Front plate “Z”/“E” AP

Basic element 

for combination

Cover frame with 

front plate

75 × 75 × 65 mm,  

with insert, with fixing plate: 

70 × 70 mm, height: 48 mm

White White White

VE 1 VE 1 VE 1 VE 1

655 606 792 

655 606 792 

–

378 170 002 

378 172 002 

 … ... . 5 .

378 174 002 

378 176 002 

 … ... . 5 .

655 651 002

655 671 002

 … ... . 5 .

655 616 792 

655 616 792 

–

378 171 002 

378 173 002

 … ... . 5 .

378 175 002  

378 177 002

 … ... . 5 .

655 661 002

655 681 002

 … ... . 5 .

 

Classic T13 / T23 
Nominal voltage: 230 V ~
Nominal current: 10 A /16 A
Trigger current: 30 mA
Cover frame, Gr. I: 86 × 86 mm
Front plate: 58 mm
Fixing plate: 77 × 77 mm
Screwless connection terminals
Installation depth: 40 mm
Without / with shutter

Classic T13

Classic T23
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Socket series 
Supra

Secure protection. The Supra series features a flap mechanism, 
making it particularly suitable for use in humid rooms or sensitive 
areas such as workshops and laboratories. 

Supra T13 / T23 
Nominal voltage: 230 V ~
Nominal current: 10 A /16 A
Trigger current: 30 mA
Insulation material: high-impact-proof,  
weather-resistant, petrol- and oil-resistant
Front plate: 85 × 85 mm
Fixing plate: 77 × 77 mm
Screwless connection terminals
Installation depth: 40 mm
Without /with shutter

NUP Upper section Flange Insert plus

Upper section with  

fixing plate: 

77 × 77 mm,

without flange

White White White White

VE 1 VE 1 VE 1 VE 1

Nominal current: Without shutter

10 A With shutter

 Grey

 Black

642 600 002 

642 620 002 

 … … . 3.

 … … . 5 .

360 918 302 

360 918 302 

 … … .3.

 … … .1.

374 086 002 

374 086 002 

 … … . 3.

 … … . 1.

642 606 002 

642 626 002 

 … … . 3.

 … … . 5 .

Nominal current:  Without shutter

16 A With shutter

 Grey 

 Black

642 610 002 

642 630 002

 … … . 3.

 … … . 5 .

360 918 302 

360 918 302

 … … .3.

 … … .1.

374 086 002 

374 086 002

 … … . 3.

 … … . 1.

642 616 002 

642 636 002

 … … . 3.

 … … . 5 .

GE “Z” NAP

Basic element with

fixing plate:

77 × 77 mm

Height: 72 mm,  

with one M20 insert

White

VE 1 VE 1

655 603 792 

655 603 792 

– 

–

642 601 002 

642 621 002 

 … … . 3.

 … … . 5 .

655 613 792 

655 613 792 

– 

–

642 611 002 

642 631 002

 … … . 3.

 … … . 5 .

 

Supra T13

Supra T23
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Socket series 
Alu

Powerful statement. The Alu series is extremely robust. Its  
vandalism-resistant aluminium housing fulfils IP54 protection  
requirements and is therefore suitable for long-term use in  
railway stations, bunkers and at other sites open to the public.

Alu T13 / T23 
Nominal voltage: 230 V ~
Nominal current: 10 A /16 A
Trigger current: 30 mA
Aluminium housing
Screwless connection terminals
Installation depth: 40 mm
Without /with shutter

Notes

 Flush-mounted Surface-mounted Mobile version T13

IP20, grey (RAL 7032),

impact-resistant plastic  

housing, connection cable 

(2 m) with plug, 4 sockets

Grey Grey Grey

VE 1 VE 1 VE 1

Nominal current: Without shutter

10 A With shutter

642 700 032

642 720 032

642 701 032

642 721 032

986 050 262

986 060 262

Nominal current: Without shutter

16 A With shutter

642 710 032

642 730 032

642 711 032

642 731 032

Alu T13

Alu T23
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Note: 
We reserve the right to make technical product 
alterations as well as changes to the content of this 
document at any time without prior notice. 
Orders are subject to the respective agreed
characteristics. ABB Switzerland Ltd assumes no 
responsibility whatsoever for possible errors or 
omissions in this document. 
 
We reserve all rights to the images in this document 
and to the items recorded herein. Reproduction,  
reporting to third parties or exploitation of its con-
tent – including of parts thereof – is subject to  
the prior written consent of ABB Switzerland Ltd.

© 2016 ABB Switzerland Ltd
All rights reserved

ABB Switzerland Ltd
Low-voltage products 
Brown Boveri Platz 3
CH-5400 Baden
Tel. +41 58 586 00 00
Fax +41 58 586 06 01

ABB Suisse SA
Produits basse tension 
Rue du Grand-Pré 2A
CH-1007 Lausanne
Tel. +41 58 588 40 50
Fax +41 58 588 40 95

www.abb.ch/sidos
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